[Until March] 22% Discount! E-Voucher for
Kyoto Bullet Train Non-Reserved Seats Ticket
Package including 1-Day Kyoto Sightseeing
Pass
DAY 1

Before Departure
Exchange your E-Voucher for train tickets. To do so,
proceed to the JR Tokai Tours office in Tokyo Station
or Shinagawa Station. Required Items for Exchange
The following items MUST be brought to exchange the
E-Voucher and receive your tickets.
• All confirmed guests' passports matching the guests'
names in the confirmation email.
• Printed copy of the first page of the JAPANiCAN.com
confirmation e-mail to be collected by JR Tokai Tours
*Failure to bring these items may result in refusal of
exchange.
**Please note that the exchange may take around 30
minutes.
.
[Remarks] Ticket Validity
The return tickets will be valid for 7 days from and
including the day of departure from Tokyo. It is 7 in
and July in 1 in the return tickets could be used
between July in 1 in For example, if you were to start
the package and depart Tokyo on July. The return
tickets would become invalid on July 8.
[Remarks] Very Important!!!
For more information, eligibility requirements, and

conditions of use of this E-Voucher

06:00-21:00

Tokyo or Shinagawa Station
Proceed to Tokyo or Shinagawa Station. Board the
Shinkansen to Kyoto of your choice on the departure
date that you chose when exchanging the E-Voucher
(non-reserved cars only, approx. 140 minutes).
The Shinkansen leaves for Kyoto every 7 - 10 minutes
throughout the day.
Please note that you may only disembark at Kyoto
Station. Getting off at other stations between Tokyo and
Kyoto is not permitted.

08:10 - 23:30

Kyoto Station
Free time after arriving at Kyoto Station.
Go to the bus information center outside of
Kyoto Station's central exit to receive your
sightseeing pass. The pass can be used for
unlimited rides on a variety of public transit
throughout Kyoto. The pass can be used for
unlimited rides for one day on Kyoto City
buses, Kyoto City Subway lines, and most
buses run by the Kyoto Bus company.
However, please note that the pass cannot be
used to ride sightseeing or tour buses.

DAY 7
06:15 - 21:30

Kyoto Station
Proceed to Kyoto Station within the validity

period of your return tickets (7 days from and
including the departure date). Board the
Shinkansen back to Tokyo or Shinagawa of
your choice (non-reserved cars only, approx.
140 minutes).

08:30 - 23:45

Shinagawa or Tokyo Station
Package ends on arrival. Enjoy the rest of
your time in Japan!

